The Reds

KraftMaid Cabinetry

Cinnamon Finish
Diapo Deluxe Recessed Panel Drawer Front Option

Hardware:
#7086 Stainless Steel Bar Pull
#7087 Stainless Steel Bar Pull
#7088 Stainless Steel Bar Pull

Top Molding:
TC31596
RD12 3/4'

Bottom Molding:
TC31596
RD12 3/4'

Toe Base:
WMTK8
3S36

Lighting:
DCL.5ST

Miscellaneous:
SM8
TUK
#7086 Stainless Steel Bar Pull
#7087 Stainless Steel Bar Pull
#7088 Stainless Steel Bar Pull
TC31596-RD12 3/4'
TC32796-RD24 3/4'
APDR.B 36" X 16 1/8'
APDR.W 17 5/8" X 44 1/8"
APDR.W 17 5/8" X 24" WPL9634
WTEP84

Designs may have been modified during installation.
MOLDING DETAIL

TOP MOLDING A

TC32796
RD24 3/4"
@ 24" DEEP CABINETS

3"

CABINET DOOR

CABINET FRAME

MITER COLUMNS AT CORNERS RETURNING EXPOSED ENDS BACK TO WALLS.

BOTTOM MOLDING B

TC31596
RD12 3/4"

3"

CABINET DOOR

CABINET FRAME

OPTIONAL DETAIL C

WPL9634 & WPL4834

APDR.B 16 1/8" X 16 1/8"

MITER

OPTIONAL DETAIL D

WPL9634 & WPL4834

S3S3

CUT S3S3 TO FIT, MITERING PIECES TOGETHER TO CREATE FALSE DOOR.
THE REDS

KRAFTMAID CABINETRY

PUTNAM CHERRY DOORSTYLE
CINNAMON FINISH
DRPD DELUXE RECESSED PANEL DRAWER FRONT OPTION

HARDWARE:
3-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (20 25/32") FOR DOORS
6-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (20 25/32") FOR DRAWERS

TOP MOLDING:
1-TC31596
RD12 3/4"

BOTTOM MOLDING:
1-TC31596
RD12 3/4"

TOE BASE:
2-WMTK8

MISCELLANEOUS & ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:
4-SM8
1-TUK
2-TC31596
RD12 3/4"
6-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULLS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WMTK8: BUILD TOE BASE OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER APPROXIMATELY 102" WIDE X 14" DEEP X 4 1/2" HIGH. CONCEAL FRONT EDGE WITH WMTK8.

6-WSK2434: CUT EACH TO 17 1/4" DEEP X 24" HIGH AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED TO CONCEAL SEAMS BETWEEN CABINETS.

4-WF3.30 & 4-SRL.28: CUT EACH WF3.30 TO 24" HIGH AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED, APPROXIMATELY 16" FROM BACK WALL. ADJUST HEIGHT OF EACH SRL.28 TO 28 1/2". CENTER AND INSTALL ONE SRL.28 IN FRONT OF EACH WF3.30 AND INSTALL EACH APPROXIMATELY 1/4" PAST DRAWER FRONTS ON FD301812.

WSK9648 & 4-SM8: CUT WSK9648 TO 96" WIDE X 24" HIGH AND ATTACH TO CONCEAL BACK WALL. CUT SM8 TO FIT AND INSTALL TO CONCEAL ALL SEAMS. CURVED PART OF SM8 TO LAY ON WSK9648.

2-WC31548: CUT EACH TO 45" HIGH AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED.

ELEVATION 1
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THE REDS
KRAFTMAID CABINERTY

PUTNAM CHERRY DOORSTYLE
CINNAMON FINISH
DRPD DELUXE RECESSED PANEL DRAWER FRONT OPTION

HARDWARE:
2-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (20 25/32") FOR DOORS
2-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (20 25/32") FOR DRAWERS
15-#7087 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (14 31/64") FOR DOORS

TOP MOLDING @ 12" DEEP CABINETS:
1-TC31596
RD12 3/4"

TOP MOLDING @ 24" DEEP CABINETS:
2-TC32796
RD24 3/4"

BOTTOM MOLDING:
1-TC31596
RD12 3/4"

TOE BASE:
2-WMTK8

LIGHTING:
2-DCL.3-ST

MISCELLANEOUS & ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:
4-SM8
1-TUK
2-TC31596
RD12 3/4"
2-TC32796
RD24 3/4"
7-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULLS
7-#7087 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULLS
2-WTEP84
2-DWTEP96
WTH2415
WTH2415
MIP
1MRF1
4-WF6.42
4-RDWH2415
4-RDWH3015
4-S353
1-WPL4848
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**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

2-DWTEP: CUT EACH TO 24 3/4" DEEP X 90 1/2" HIGH AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED.

2-WTH2415 (ABOVE U242460) & 2-WTH3015: SET @ 24" DEEP, BUILDING SUPPORT BEHIND OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER.

WPL4848 & 4-WF6.42: CUT TO FIT TO TRIM AND FINISH AROUND OVEN.

DCL.3.ST: CENTER FROM SIDE TO SIDE AND INSTALL ONE UNIT BELOW EACH WTH2415 GLASS DOOR CABINET AT BACK WALL.

WBEP: SET @ 24 3/4" DEEP.

WTEP84: CUT TO 30" HIGH X 12 3/4" DEEP AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED.
THE REDS
KRAFTMAID CABINETRY
PUTNAM CHERRY DOORSTYLE
CINNAMON FINISH
DRPD DELUXE RECESSED PANEL DRAWER FRONT OPTION

HARDWARE:
2-#7086 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (8 21/32") FOR DOORS
2-#7087 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (14 31/64") FOR DOORS
5-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (20 25/32") FOR DRAWERS

TOE BASE:
4-WMTK8

MISCELLANEOUS & ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:
4-SM8
2-#7086 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL
2-#7087 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL
2-#7088 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL
2-APDR.B 36" X 14 5/8"
6-APDR.B 16 1/8" X 14 5/8"
WPL9634
WPL4834
4-S3S3

THE REDS ISLAND ELEVATIONS
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BF6: INSTALL BETWEEN BACK OF B45.FH IN ELEVATION 6 AND LEFT SIDE OF B39.FH IN THIS ELEVATION.

2-RD1530NH.B: SPACE EVENLY AND SECURE WHERE NOTED.

2-SRL.4: ADJUST HEIGHT TO FIT AND SECURE WHERE NOTED.

BC627: PULL FRONT FACE OF BC627 SO IT IS FLUSH WITH THE FRONT OF THE DISHWASHER DOOR.
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ELEVATION 4

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WMTK8: BUILD TOE BASE BENEATH FD301512 AND FD301512 OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER. TOE BASE WILL MEASURE APPROXIMATELY 53" WIDE X 4 1/2" HIGH X 12" DEEP. CONCEAL FRONT EDGE OF FRAMING LUMBER WITH WMTK8.

WPL4834 & APDR.B 36" X 14 5/8": CUT WPL4834 TO FIT BEHIND APDR.B 36" X 14 5/8". THIS PIECE WILL RUN FROM THE BACK OF THE BC627 IN ELEVATION 3 AND WILL JOIN TOP PIECE OF WPL9634 IN ELEVATION 5. MAKE SURE TO MITER RIGHT SIDE TO JOIN WPL9634 IN ELEVATION 5. BUILD SUPPORT BEHIND WITH FRAMING LUMBER. MITER RIGHT SIDE OF APDR.B 36" X 14 5/8" TO JOIN APDR.B 36" X 14 5/8" IN ELEVATION 5 AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED. IF APDR.B PANEL CHIPS WHILE MITERING, SEE DETAIL "C" AND "D" ON MOLDING DETAIL PAGE FOR ALTERNATE PLANS TO FINISH THIS SPACE.

3-SRL.4: ADJUST HEIGHT TO FIT AND INSTALL EACH WHERE NOTED.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WMTK8: BUILD TOE BASE BENEATH EACH FD301512 AND RDW3015 OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER. TOE BASE WILL MEASURE APPROXIMATELY 84'' WIDE X 4 1/2'' HIGH X 12'' DEEP. CONCEAL FRONT EDGE OF FRAMING LUMBER WITH WMTK8.

WPL9634: CUT TO APPROXIMATELY 75'' WIDE X 15'' HIGH AND INSTALL (WITH BLOCKING BEHIND BUILT OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER) TO CONCEAL BACKS OF CABINETS IN ELEVATION 3. USE REMAINING WPL4834 BEHIND RDW3015 (SEE DIRECTIONS BELOW).

WPL4834 & RDW3015: CUT WPL4834 TO FIT BEHIND RDW3015. THIS PIECE WILL RUN FROM THE BACK OF THE RIGHTMOST FD301512 IN ELEVATION 4 AND THE LEFT SIDE OF THE LEFTMOST FD301512 IN THIS ELEVATION. THIS PIECE OF THE WPL4834 WILL MEASURE 15'' WIDE X 12'' HIGH. INSTALL EVEN WITH FACE FRAME OF FD301512 IN THIS ELEVATION BY BUILDING SUPPORT BEHIND WITH FRAMING LUMBER. CENTER AND ATTACH RDW3015 TO CONCEAL RIGHT SIDE OF FD301512 IN ELEVATION 4 AND WPL4834 LEFT OF THE LEFTMOST FD301512 IN THIS ELEVATION.

4-SRL.4: ADJUST HEIGHT TO FIT AND INSTALL EACH WHERE NOTED.

APDR.B 36'' X 14 5/8'': MITER LEFT SIDE TO JOIN APDR.B 36'' X 14 5/8'' IN ELEVATION 4 AND INSTALL WHERE NOTED.

NOTCH LOWER COUNTERTOP AROUND RD2430NH.B.
ELEVATION 6

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

2·SRL.4: ADJUST HEIGHT TO FIT AND SECURE WHERE NOTED.
MOLDING DETAIL

TOP MOLDING A

BOTTOM MOLDING B

OPTIONAL DETAIL C

OPTIONAL DETAIL D

CUT S3S3 TO FIT, MITERING PIECES TOGETHER TO CREATE FALSE DOOR.
THE REDS
KRAFTMAID CABINETRY

PUTNAM CHERRY DOORSTYLE
CINNAMON FINISH
DRPD DELUXE RECESSED PANEL DRAWER FRONT OPTION

HARDWARE:
1-#7086 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL (8 21/32") FOR DOORS

TOP MOLDING:
2-TC32796
  RD24 3/4"

TOE BASE:
4-S3S6

MISCELLANEOUS & ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:
4-SM8
1-#7086 STAINLESS STEEL BAR PULL
2-TC32796
  RD24 3/4"
4-WSK2496
2-APDR.W 17 5/8" X 58 3/4"
2-WTEP96
4-WFEP1996
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

S3S6: BUILD TOE BASE LEFT AND RIGHT OF REFRIGERATOR OUT OF FRAMING LUMBER. CUT S3S6 TO APPROXIMATELY 4 1/2" HIGH AND INSTALL AS FLUSH TOE BASE TO CONCEAL FRAMING LUMBER.

WPL4834 & V48T: CUT TO FIT BENEATH WRTH3615 IF BOTTOM SIDE OF WRTH3615 IT IS VISABLE.

TO CONSTRUCT SHELVES:

WTEP96: CUT TO APPROXIMATELY 21" WIDE AND INSTALL AS BACK OF SHELVING UNIT.

WFEP1996: CUT TO 17 1/4" DEEP X 87" HIGH. DOUBLE UP FOR THICKNESS AND INSTALL AS SIDES OF SHELVING UNIT.

WFS2496 & S3S1: CUT TO CREATE SHELVES. EDGE WITH S3S1.

S3S3: CUT TO FIT TO TRIM FRONT OF UNIT.

---

ELEVATION 7